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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which package provides API's for the SQL Tuning Advisor?
A. DBMS_ADVISOR
B. DBMS_MONITOR
C. DBMS_SQLTUNE
D. DBMS_STATS
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

Siehe Ausstellung.
Ein Ingenieur stellt eine Topologie bereit, in der R1 seine
IP-Konfiguration von DHCP erhÃ¤lt. Wenn die Switch- und
DHCP-Serverkonfigurationen vollstÃ¤ndig und korrekt sind.
Welche zwei BefehlssÃ¤tze mÃ¼ssen auf R1 und R2 konfiguriert
werden, um die Aufgabe abzuschlieÃŸen? (WÃ¤hle zwei)
A. R1(config)# interface fa0/0
R1(config-if)#ip helper-address 192.0.2.2
B. R2(config)# interface gi0/0
R2(config-if)#ip helper-address 198.51.100.100
C. R2(config)# interface gi0/0
R2(config-if)#ip address dhcp
D. R1(config)# interface fa0/0
R1(config-if)#ip address dhcp
R1(config-if)# no shutsown
E. R1(config)# interface fa0/0
R1(config-if)#ip helper-address 198.51.100.100
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche der folgenden Kommunikationstechnologien nutzt die MOST
Community mobile Zahlungssysteme?
A. NFC
B. IR
C. Bluetooth
D. GPD
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the graphic. R1 is unable to establish an OSPF
neighbor relationship with R3. What are possible reasons for
this problem? (Choose two.)
A. R1 and R3 are configured in different areas.
B. A static route has been configured from R1 to R3 and
prevents the neighbor adjacency from being established.
C. R1 and R2 are the DR and BDR, so OSPF will not establish
neighbor adjacency with R3.
D. EIGRP is also configured on these routers with a lower
administrative distance.
E. The hello and dead interval timers are not set to the same
values on R1 and R3.
F. All of the routers need to be configured for backbone Area
1.
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

This question is to examine the conditions for OSPF to create
neighborhood. So as to make the two routers become neighbors,
each router must be matched with the following items:
1. The area ID and its types;
2. Hello and failure time interval timer;
3. OSPF Password (Optional);
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